May 13, 2016

Mr. Tom Bird
GCC Energy, LLC
6473 County Road 120
Hesperus, Colorado 81326
Re:

King II Coal Mine - Haul Truck Noise Study – Supplemental Report #1 & Rebuttal
Wave #1365

Dear Tom,
We have updated our noise assessment so that our noise predictions take into account the Road
Improvement Agreement between the Board of County Commissioners of La Plata County,
Colorado and GCC Energy, LLC, executed by GCC Energy, and the Conditions for Approval
outlined in the La Plata County Planning Department Report for April 14, 2016 Planning
Commission, as approved by the Planning Commission.
The items that affect the noise predictions are mainly the portions of the road that will be paved
in each phase of construction, the vehicle speed, and the number of trucks per day approved for
each phase.
This report is not intended to replace our January 4, 2016 report, but to supplement it with
additional information.
Our updated analysis shows that the predicted sound levels at all homes for road improvement
Phases 1 to 4 are in the HUD Acceptable range, even without sound barriers. The predicted
sound levels at all homes except one fall in the HUD Acceptable range for Phase 5, even without
sound barriers. A noise mitigation barrier could reduce truck noise at the one home to reduce
noise levels to the Acceptable range.
We have also included a section with our comments on the King II Coal Mine – Haul Truck
Noise Impact Assessment report by David Braslau Associates, Inc., dated May 10, 2016. The
report is not signed, but I understand that it was written by Mr. David Braslau. I will refer to this
report as the Braslau Report.
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The Braslau report opines that Federal Transit Authority (FTA) noise criteria should be used to
judge noise impact instead of the HUD criteria that we used. We will explain why we disagree
with this contention.

Supplemental Analysis
Table 1 below is from the La Plata County Planning Department Report for the April 14, 2016
Planning Commission meeting. The table summarizes the phasing of road improvements
included in the Road Improvement Agreement, and the number of trucks allowed during each
phase.
Table 1: Summary of Proposed Road Improvement Phasing Schedule*

* This is Table 6 (Page 21) from the La Plata County Planning Department Report for the April 14, 2016 Planning
Commission meeting
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Our January 4, 2016 report included haul truck sound level predictions for 80, 100, and 120 truck
per day scenarios. They were identified as Scenario 5, Scenario 6, and Scenario 3, respectively in
Table 4 of the January 4 report.
However, the sound level predictions for each scenario were based on the road as it is today. We
have updated our calculations to include the effect of the proposed road improvements required
by the Road Improvement Agreement. These updated sound level predictions and noise contours
are shown in Figures 1 to 12, attached to this report. Our updated prediction also include the
benefit of the speed limits set by Conditions of Approval #12.a.iv which states that the truck
speed limit will be 5 mph below the posted limit, and of GCC Energy’s voluntary limit of 10
mph in front of homes close to the gravel road, even after the road is paved.
Table 2 shows how the attached figures correlate with the road improvement phasing. For
example, Figures 5 and 6 show the predicted sound levels along CR 120 when the Phase 2 road
improvements are completed and 80 haul trucks per day (160 trips) are allowed on the road. The
same figures are used for Phase 3 since the Phase 3 improvements are limited to the 90° corner
and do not affect our predictions (even though there may be some slight noise reduction from
smoother truck flow).
I included sound level predictions for the sound buffering, or barriers, at two locations that were
discussed in the original report. We do not know yet if the residents will decide to have the
barrier walls installed, but we are showing their potential effect for both Phase 1 (when they are
available) and for the Phase 5 case (full buildout).
Table 2: Legend of attached figures showing predicted sound level contours

Phase of Road
Improvements
1
1 (with sound barrier walls)
2
3
4
5
5 (with sound barrier walls)

Original
Scenario
No.
#5
#5
#5
#5
#6
#3
#3

Avg. Daily
Outgoing
Trucks
80
80
80
80
100
120
120

Attached
Figures
(sound level
contours)
1, 2
3, 4
5, 6
5, 6
7, 8
9, 10
11, 12
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Phase 1/Revised Scenario #5
Phase 1 road improvements include temporary paving of approximately one mile of road west of
2541 CR 120. The resulting sound levels are shown in Figures 1 and 2. All homes are within the
HUD Normally Acceptable range, and sound levels are reduced by approximately 3 dBA where
the road will be paved.
Sound buffering walls, or noise barriers, are available to residents in Phase 1. The potential
improvement at two selected residences are shown in Figures 3 and 4. If the residents elect to
have the walls installed, detailed design will be completed with their input.
The barriers at the McCue residence (Figure 3) provide about 4 to 7 dBA of noise reduction. The
reduction is greater close to the road, and less as you move farther away.
The barriers at the Hunzeker residence (Figure 4) provide about 5 to 6 dBA of noise reduction
near the residence.
Phase 2/ Revised Scenario #5
Phase 2 road improvements include paving (and repaving) west to the King I site. The resulting
sound levels are shown in Figures 5 and 6. All homes are within the HUD Normally Acceptable
range, and sound levels where the road will be paved are reduced by approximately 3 dBA.
Phase 3/ Revised Scenario #5
Phase 3 road improvements do not affect our sound level predictions, although there may be
some slight noise reduction from smoother truck flow around the 90° corner near State Highway
140. Therefore, the Phase 3 sound levels are unchanged from Phase 2 (Figures 5 and 6).
Phase 4/Revised Scenario #5
Phase 4 road improvements include repaving previously paved road. The haul trucks increase to
100 trucks per day. The resulting sound levels are shown in Figures 7 and 8. All homes remain
within the HUD Normally Acceptable range, although sound levels increase along the road by
approximately 1 dBA or less.
Phase 5/ Revised Scenario #3
Phase 5 road improvements include paving the gravel road from the King I site to the King II
site. There are no homes along this section of CE 120. The haul trucks increase to 120 trucks per
day.
The resulting sound levels are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The sound levels increase along the
road by approximately 1 dBA or less from the 100 truck scenario, or 1 to 2 dBA from the 80
truck scenarios. All homes remain within the HUD Normally Acceptable range except for one
home which moves into the HUD “Normally Unacceptable” range. This home is on the south
side of CR 120, closest to the 90° corner near State Highway 140. It is predicted to have a DNL
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of approximately 66 dBA. The Normally Unacceptable range is 65 to 75 dBA. It has not been
discussed previously, but a barrier could be designed to reduce truck noise at this home and bring
it into the HUD Acceptable range.
We re-evaluated the two barrier walls previously discussed with the Phase 5 road improvements
and 120 trucks per day. Again, the barriers at the McCue residence (Figure 11) provide about 4
to 7 dBA of noise reduction. The reduction is greater close to the road, and less as you move
farther away.
The truck sound levels near the Hunzeker residence are reduced by 5 to 6 dBA by a barrier. See
Figure 12.

Comments on the Braslau Report
Wave Engineering has reviewed the report provided by Mr. Luke J. Danielson and prepared by
David Braslau Associates, Inc., entitled “Haul Truck Noise Impact Assessment” and dated 10
May 2016 (Braslau Report).
The Braslau Report begins with an introduction and a review of the reports provided by Dr.
Aimone-Martin and Wave Engineering.
Paragraph 1.3 of the Braslau Report lists the documentation that was reviewed. The list includes
Dr. Aimone-Martin’s report to the La Plata County Planning Department dated August 24, 2015,
and our report, King II Coal Mine – Haul Truck Noise Assessment – Report and Appendices, by
Wave Engineering, dated January 4, 2016.
However, the Braslau Report does not list Dr. Aimone-Martin’s January 15, 2016, report with
comments following her review of our January 4 report. Our noise assessment was performed,
and the January 4 report written, to address the issues and questions raised by Dr. AimoneMartin in her August 24, 2015 report. In her January 15, 2016, report, Dr. Aimone-Martin states
that
“Although the HUD model applies to HUD-funded housing, it is a good model to
use for the day-night noise metric that best affects compatibility for assessment in
this case.”
Dr. Aimone-Martin goes on to state in her Summary
“I find that the Wave Engineering noise study is a thorough evaluation of vehicle
and background noise impacts.”
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In Section 2.2.3, the Braslau Report discusses the Applicability of HUD Guidelines and states
that the HUD noise guidelines are only designed for urban areas. The HUD document does not
stipulate that it only applies to urban projects, and it is routinely applied to projects outside urban
areas when HUD funding is involved. HUD is actively involved in the development of housing
in urban, suburban and rural communities.
Section 3.1 of the report discusses the Colorado Revised Statute: 25-12-103 Maximum
Permissible Noise Levels. Although it is not explicitly stated in the statute, these noise limits are
not designed to apply to traffic noise. They are intended to apply to noise generated at one
property (not a right-of-way) that propagates to adjacent properties. If these limits were applied
to roads, virtually every road in the state passing a residence would be in violation of the statute.
Section 3.1 also mentions that most states evaluate traffic noise using an hourly LEQ, L10, or L50
level, but it was not possible to determine whether those standards were exceeded since our
report did not include that data. This is not relevant since the standards used by other states do
not apply to this project. We specifically chose not to use these other metrics to judge the noise
impact on residents because they evaluate noise based on the worst hour of the day (typically
during the daytime), and do not assess the impact of truck noise at night on the community.
Section 3.2 of the Braslau Report goes on to recommend using the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) noise impact guidelines developed for high speed rail projects instead of
the HUD noise guidelines. We do not agree that this is an appropriate application of the FTA
guidelines. As page 3-2 of the FTA Manual states:

As mentioned above, the FTA manual recommends using the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) noise abatement criteria for projects where traffic noise is the dominant source. We
considered using the FHWA criteria, but the HUD guidelines (which cover noise from traffic,
trains, and aircraft) are better suited to assess noise from the haul trucks. Similar to the other
state statutes referenced, the FHWA guidelines focus on the noise level during the loudest hour
of the day. This approach does not consider the impact of traffic noise at night, which is a
primary concern of the neighbors affected by the haul truck noise.
Wave Engineering contends that the HUD guidelines (which cover noise from traffic, trains, and
aircraft) are better suited to this project. Similar to the other state statutes referenced, the FHWA
guidelines focus on the noise level during the loudest hour of the day. This approach does not
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consider the impact of traffic noise at night, which is a primary concern of the neighbors affected
by the haul truck noise.
The HUD guidelines use the Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL or LDN), which accounts for
all noise generated during a 24-hour period and adds a penalty to noise generated at night. Page
2-23 of the FTA guidelines (that the Braslau Report references) includes a detailed explanation
of why the LDN metric that we are using is better than the loudest hourly level for evaluating
noise impact on residential properties:

In Table 2.1 and throughout the Braslau Report, reference is made to the relative impact of the
haul truck noise compared to the existing outdoor noise levels. The increase over the background
noise is calculated by subtracting the measured noise level with no haul trucks from the predicted
haul truck noise for each scenario. This approach overestimates the impact of the haul truck
noise because the measured sound levels with no haul trucks are not representative of the
historical “existing” noise levels along CR 120. While haul truck traffic has increased since the
King II mine was opened, it did not increase from zero trucks to the current level. Prior to King
II opening, the King I mine was in operation nearby, and the area roads have been used by
mining trucks for decades. If the relative impact method is used, it would be more appropriate to
evaluate the relative impact of the increased haul truck traffic compared to a baseline noise level
including the effect of the previous quantity of truck traffic, which we have not calculated.
Section 3.3 of the Braslau Report covers possible mitigation measures that could be employed.
Some of these measures have already been implemented. Trucks must have adequate mufflers,
proper maintenance, follow reduced speed limits, and “jake” brakes are prohibited by GCC
Energy policy. Others are being considered, such as paving gravel roads and installing noise
barriers. We completely agree with the comments that there are trade-offs that must be taken into
account when noise barriers are being considered, and that the affected residents should have
input into their appearance, placement, etc.
The Braslau Report also recommends treating the windows and exterior envelope of individual
homes to reduce exterior-to-interior sound transmission. This option has not been previously
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discussed for the homes along CR 120. Obviously it does not affect exterior noise levels, but this
approach has been successfully used for residential areas around airports, for example.
In Section 4.0 Conclusions, the Braslau Report states that
“….Levels of this severity would require mitigation for projects where federal
funding is involved.”
This is not true. FTA, FHWA, and CDOT do not require mitigation for any degree of noise
impact. They require that mitigation be considered. Mitigation is then implemented if it is
deemed reasonable and feasible based on criteria that includes the benefits, the cost, the views
and opinions of affected residents.

Conclusions
We have updated the information provided in our January 4, 2016, report to include the road
improvements and truck counts outlined in the Road Improvement Agreement, and the La Plata
County Planning Commissions’ Conditions of Approval.
The predicted sound levels at all homes except one fall in the HUD Acceptable range even
without sound barriers. A barrier could be installed to reduce noise at the one home to the
Acceptable range.
We have also reviewed the Braslau Report dated May 10, 2016. While the report contends that
Federal Transit Authority noise criteria originally developed to assess high speed rail projects are
better suited to evaluate the impact of haul truck noise, we stand behind our analysis using the
HUD criteria as a much better way to evaluate the noise impact on residents.
Dr. Aimone-Martin was retained by La Plata County initially to review the noise issues related to
the mine. Our study addressed the noise issues that she raised, and in her January 15, 2016,
report she expressed her agreement with our methodology.
Please let me know if you have any questions or want to discuss this further.
Sincerely,

Jeff
Kwolkoski

Digitally signed by Jeff Kwolkoski
DN: cn=Jeff Kwolkoski, o=Wave
Engineering, Inc., ou,
email=jeffk@WaveEngineering.co,
c=US
Date: 2016.05.13 16:03:07 -06'00'

Jeff Kwolkoski, P.E., INCE Bd. Cert.
President
Encl: Figures 1-12 dated May 10, 2016
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